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WS1030 - Professional Wireless Weather Station

Direction of Use
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Descriptions：
1. Perpetual calender: from 1st/January/2000 to 31st/December/2099;
2. The hour display format can be set between 12 hour format or 24 hour format. The time zone can be set

from-12 to +12 (user setting);
3. Daylight saving time is adjusted automatically (The daylight saving time is adjusted on the basis of different

time zone);
4. The date display format can be set as: YYYY-MM-DD，MM-DD- YYYY，DD-MM-YYYY（user setting）;
5. The RCC time function can be set between DCF mode or WWVB mode; In RCC mode, press any key to quit ;

In British, DCF signal can be received entirely.
6. Wireless 433 MHZ receiving. Available distance: 100 meters in outdoor open field. While receiving RF, press

any key to quit;
7. Indoor/outdoor relative humidity (RH %) display. Display range: 20% to 99%. Resolution: 5%;
8. Indoor/outdoor temperature display. Display units options: ℃/℉（user setting）. Indoor temperature range:

0℃ to +50℃; Outdoor temperature range: -40℃ to +60℃; Resolution (for both indoor/outdoor temperature):
±1℃

9. Wind-chill temperature display. Display units options: ℃/℉（user setting）;
10. Dew-point temperature display. Display units options: ℃/℉（user setting）;
11. Atmospheric pressure (absolute pressure and relative pressure) display. Display units options: Hpa, Inhg or

mmhg (user setting). Pressure display range: from 750hpa to 1100hpa;
12. The trend of the atmospheric pressure can be displayed via histogram. The time format can be set between

12H format or 24H format (user setting);
13. Wind speed and wind direction display. Average wind speed and gusts display. The units can be set as

m/s,km/h,mph,knots or bft （ user setting ） . Wind speed range: 0 to 50 m/s; Wind direction range:
E,S,W,N,SE,NE,SW,NW;

14. Rainfall can be displayed on the basis of hour, day, week, month or total. The unit can be set between mm or
inch (user setting); Available total rainfall is 9999mm;

15. Sunny, cloudy, overcast, rainy, snowfall, rainstorm can be forecast and displayed via six corresponding icons.
These icons indicate different weathers and weather tendency;

16. All maximum/minimum data can be recorded and displayed. In addition, the time of recorded data can be
displayed as well;

17. The weather alarm can be set separately, any value can be set. The alarm signal lasts 2 minutes;
18. LED backlight. Press any key, backlight will be activated and lasts 10 seconds;
19. Indoor/outdoor low voltage detection. Sign flash appears while low voltage;
20. Consumption: 3*AA 1.5VAlkaline batteries or DC 5.5V transformer (electric current bigger than 100mA).

Operations：
After battery installation, the total display mode will lasts 3 seconds and then enter the normal mode. The total
display mode is indicated as following picture:
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There are totally five buttons which are: [MODE] 、 [NEXT] 、

[SET/HISTORY]、[+]、[-]. There are thirteen modes including normal mode, clock mode, date mode, indoor
temperature mode, indoor humidity mode, outdoor temperature mode, outdoor humidity mode, wind speed mode,
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rainfall mode, weather forecast mode, atmospheric pressure mode, the pressure histogram mode, history record

mode. In any mode, press [MODE] key to enter next mode. The operation details are stated as following
paragraphs：
1. Clock Mode
In normal mode, press[MODE] to enter the clock mode. Users can set clock and relative settings in this mode.
Press [NEXT] to change the setting mode：

1) Time zone setting:
Users can adjust time zone setting depends on their geographical position(for Europe, UK and USA
customers only). Press [+] above 3 seconds to increase the time zone value, press [-] above 3 seconds to
decrease the time zone value;

2) Hour display format setting
Users can adjust the hour format between 12 hour format or 24 hour format. Press [+] or [-] to toggle the
format;

3) Daylight saving time setting
The daylight saving time is not available when the short circuit point is on Europe version. It's only available
when the short circuit point is on America version. Users can press [+]or [-] to turn on/off the automatic
adjusting function depends on actual conditions;

4) Hour setting
Users can adjust the hour of current time in clock mode. Press [+] to increase hour, press [-] to decrease hour,
press [+] above 3 seconds to increase hour rapidly, press [-] above 3 seconds to decrease hour rapidly;

5) Minute setting
Users can adjust minute of current time in clock mode. Press [+] to increase minute, press [-] to decrease
minute, press [+] above 3 seconds to increase minute rapidly, press [-] above 3 seconds to decrease minute
rapidly;

6) Alarm hour setting
Users can adjust the hour of alarm in clock mode. Press [SET/HISTORY] to allow or forbid the alarm ring,
press [+] to increase the hour setting, press [-] to decrease the hour setting, press [+] above 3 seconds to
increase the hour setting rapidly, press [-] above 3 seconds to decrease the hour setting rapidly;

7) Alarm minute setting
Users can adjust the minute setting of alarm in clock mode. Press [SET/HISTORY] to allow or forbid the
alarm ring, press [+] to increase the minute setting, press [-] to decrease the minute setting, press [+] above 3
seconds to increase minute setting rapidly, press [-] above 3 seconds to decrease minute setting rapidly;

2. Date mode
In clock mode, press [MODE] key to enter the date mode. In date mode, users can adjust settings related to date.
Press [NEXT] to change the parameters setting mode：

1) Contrast value setting
Users can adjust the display contrast value in this mode. Press [+] to increase the contrast value, press [-] to
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decrease the contrast value;
2) Date display format setting

Users can adjust the date display format in this mode. Press [+] or [-] to adjust the date display format.
Following diagram shows the order of date display format:

[+ ] [+ ] [+ ]
YYYY-MM-DD MM-DD-YYYY DD-MM-YYYY

[-] [-] [-]

YYYY-MM-DD DD-MM-YYYY MM-DD-YYYY

;
3) Year setting

Users can adjust the year setting in this mode, press [+] to increase the year setting, press [-] to decrease the
year setting, Press [+] above 3 seconds to increase year setting rapidly, press [-] above 3 seconds to decrease
year setting rapidly;

4) Month setting
Users can adjust month setting in this mode. Press [+] to increase month setting, press [-] to decrease month
setting, press [+] above 3 seconds to increase month setting rapidly, press [-] above 3 seconds to decrease
month setting rapidly;

5) Date setting
Users can adjust date setting in this mode. Press [+] to increase the date setting, press [-] to decrease the date
setting. Press [+] above 3 seconds to increase the date setting rapidly, press [-] above 3 seconds to decrease
date setting rapidly;

3. Indoor temperature mode
In date mode, press [MODE] to enter the indoor temperature mode. In this mode, users can adjust settings related
to indoor temperature. Press [NEXT] to toggle the mode of parameters：

1) Indoor temperature unit setting
Users can adjust indoor temperature unit in this mode. Press [+] or [-] to toggle the temperature unit between
℃ and℉;

2) Indoor high temperature alarm setting
Users can adjust indoor high temperature alarm setting in this mode. Press [SET/HISTORY] to allow or
forbid indoor high temperature alarm. Press [+] to increase the value of indoor high temperature alarm, press
[-] to decrease the value of indoor high temperature alarm. Press [+] above 3 seconds to increase the value of
high temperature alarm rapidly, press [-] above 3 seconds to decrease the indoor high temperature alarm
value;

3) Indoor low temperature alarm setting
Users can adjust the indoor low temperature alarm setting in this mode. Press [SET/HISTORY] to allow or
forbid the indoor low temperature alarm. Press [+] to increase the indoor low temperature alarm value, press
[-] to decrease the indoor low temperature alarm value, press [+] above 3 seconds to increase the indoor low
temperature alarm value rapidly, press [-] for above 3 seconds to decrease the indoor low temperature alarm
value rapidly;
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4) Maximum value of indoor temperature display
Users can view the history and time record of the maximum value of indoor temperature. Press
[SET/HISTORY] above 3 seconds to cleanup the history record of maximum value;

5) Minimum value of indoor temperature display
Users can view the history and time record of the minimum value of indoor temperature. Press
[SET/HISTORY] above 3 seconds to cleanup the history record of minimum value;

4. Indoor humidity mode
In the indoor temperature mode, press [MODE] to enter the indoor humidity mode. In this mode, users can adjust
the settings related to indoor humidity. Press [NEXT] to change the parameters setting mode:

1) Indoor high humidity alarm setting
Users can adjust the indoor high humidity alarm setting in this mode. Press [SET/HISTORY] to allow or
forbid the indoor high humidity alarm, press [+] to increase the indoor high humidity alarm value, press [-] to
decrease the indoor high humidity alarm value, press [+] above 3s to increase the indoor high humidity alarm
value rapidly, press [-] above 3s to decrease the indoor high humidity alarm value;

2) Indoor low humidity alarm setting
Users can adjust indoor low humidity alarm settings in this mode. Press [SET/HISTORY] to allow or forbid
indoor low humidity alarm, press [+] to increase the indoor low humidity alarm value, press [-] to decrease
the indoor low humidity alarm value, press [+] above 3s to increase the indoor low humidity alarm value
rapidly, press [-] for minimum 3s to decrease the indoor low humidity alarm value;

3) Maximum value of indoor humidity display
Users can view the history and time record of the maximum value of indoor humidity. Press [SET/HISTORY]
above 3 seconds to cleanup the history record of maximum value;

4) Minimum value of indoor humidity display
Users can view the history and time record of the minimum value of indoor humidity. Press [SET/HISTORY]
above 3 seconds to cleanup the history record of minimum value;

5. Outdoor temperature mode
In indoor humidity mode, press [MODE] to enter the outdoor temperature mode. In this mode, users can adjust
settings related to outdoor temperature. Press [NEXT] to toggle the parameters setting mode:

1) Outdoor temperature display setting
Users can adjust the outdoor temperature display settings. Press [+] to increase outdoor temperature display
value, press [-] to decrease outdoor temperature display value. Following diagram is the order of the outdoor
temperature setting:

[+] [+] [+]

TEMPERATURE WIND CHILL DEW POINT

[-] [-] [-]

TEMPERATURE DEW POINT WIND CHILL
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;
2) Outdoor temperature unit setting

Users can adjust outdoor temperature unit in this mode. Press [+] or [-] to toggle the unit between ℃ and℉;
3) Outdoor high temperature alarm setting

Users can adjust outdoor high temperature alarm setting in this mode. Press [SET/HISTORY] to allow or
forbid outdoor high temperature alarm. Press [+] to increase the value of outdoor high temperature alarm,
press [-] to decrease the value of outdoor high temperature alarm. Press [+] above 3 seconds to increase the
value of high temperature alarm rapidly, press [-] above 3 seconds to decrease the outdoor high temperature
alarm value;

4) Outdoor low temperature alarm setting
Users can adjust the outdoor low temperature alarm setting in this mode. Press [SET/HISTORY]to allow or
forbid the outdoor low temperature alarm. Press [+] to increase the outdoor low temperature alarm value,
press [-] to decrease the outdoor low temperature alarm value, press [+] above 3 seconds to increase the
outdoor low temperature alarm value rapidly, press [-] above 3 seconds to decrease the outdoor low
temperature alarm value rapidly;

5) Maximum value of outdoor temperature display
Users can view the history and time record of the maximum value of outdoor temperature. Press
[SET/HISTORY] above 3 seconds to cleanup the history record of maximum value;

6) Minimum value of outdoor temperature display
Users can view the history and time record of the minimum value of outdoor temperature. Press
[SET/HISTORY] above 3 seconds to cleanup the history record of minimum value;

6. Outdoor humidity mode
In the outdoor temperature mode, press [MODE] to enter the outdoor humidity mode. In this mode, users can
adjust the settings related to outdoor humidity. Press [NEXT] to change the parameters setting mode:

1) Outdoor high humidity alarm setting
Users can adjust the outdoor high humidity alarm setting in this mode. Press [SET/HISTORY] to allow or
forbid the outdoor high humidity alarm ring, press [+] to increase the outdoor high humidity alarm value,
press [-] to decrease the outdoor high humidity alarm value, press [+] above 3s to increase the outdoor high
humidity alarm value rapidly, press [-] above 3s to decrease the outdoor high humidity alarm value;

2) Outdoor low humidity alarm setting
Users can adjust outdoor low humidity alarm settings in this mode. Press [SET/HISTORY] to allow or forbid
outdoor low humidity alarm ring, press [+] to increase the outdoor low humidity alarm value, press [-] to
decrease the outdoor low humidity alarm value, press [+] above 3s to increase the outdoor low humidity
alarm value rapidly, press [-] above 3s to decrease the outdoor low humidity alarm value;

3) Maximum value of outdoor humidity display
Users can view the history and time record of the maximum value of outdoor humidity. Press
[SET/HISTORY] above 3 seconds to cleanup the history record of maximum value;

4) Minimum value of outdoor humidity display
Users can view the history and time record of the minimum value of outdoor humidity. Press
[SET/HISTORY] above 3 seconds to cleanup the history record of minimum value.

7. Wind speed mode
In outdoor humidity mode, press [MODE] to enter the wind speed mode. In this mode, users can adjust settings
related to the wind speed. Press [NEXT] to change the parameters setting mode:
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1) Wind speed display setting
Users can adjust wind speed display setting in this mode, press [+] or [-] to toggle between the average wind
speed and gust speed;

2) Wind speed units setting
Users can adjust wind speed units in this mode. Press [+] to increase the setting value of wind speed unit,
press [-] to decrease the setting value of wind speed unit, the order of wind speed unit setting is:

[+] [+] [+] [+] [+]
m/s km/h mph knots beaufort

[-] [-] [-] [-] [-]
m/s beaufort knots mph km/h

3) High wind speed alarm setting
Users can adjust high wind speed alarm setting in this mode, press [SET/HISTORY] to allow or forbid high
wind speed alarm. Press [+] to increase the alarm value of high wind speed, press [-] to decrease the alarm
value of high wind speed. Press [+] above 3s to increase the alarm value rapidly, press [-] above 3s to
decrease the alarm value rapidly;

4) Wind direction alarm setting

Users can adjust the wind direction setting in this mode, press [SET/HISTORY] to allow or forbid wind
direction alarm, press [+] to increase the alarm value of wind direction, press [-] to decrease the alarm value
of wind direction.

[+] [+] [+] [+] [+]
N NE E SE S

NW W SW

[+] [+] [+]

[-] [-] [-] [-] [-]
N NW W SW S

NE E SE

[-] [-] [-]
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5) Wind peak speed display
Users can view the wind peak speed and time record in this mode, press [SET/HISTORY] above 3s to
cleanup the record of wind peak speed;

8. Rainfall mode
In wind speed mode, press [MODE] to enter the rainfall mode. In this mode, users can adjust settings related to
rainfall. Press [NEXT] to change the parameters setting mode:

1) Rainfall display setting
Users can adjust rainfall display settings in this mode, press [+] to increase rainfall display setting, press [-]
to decrease rainfall display setting, the order for adjusting rainfall display is:

[+] [+] [+] [+] [+]
1h 24h week month total

[-] [-] [-] [-] [-]
1h total month week 24h

2) Rainfall unit setting
Users can adjust rainfall unit in this mode, press [+] or [-] to toggle the unit between mm and inch;

3) High rainfall alarm setting
Users can adjust 1 hour or 24 hour high rainfall alarm setting in this mode, if rainfall display setting is week,
month and total, the rainfall alarm is 1 hour high rainfall alarm setting. Press [SET/HISTORY] to allow or
forbid the high rainfall alarm, press [+] to increase the value of high rainfall alarm, press [-] to decrease the
value of high rainfall alarm setting, press [+] above 3 seconds to increase the value rapidly, press [-] above 3
seconds to decrease the value rapidly;

4) Maximum rainfall display
Users can view the maximum rainfall and time record, press [SET/HISTORY] above 3 seconds to cleanup
the record and history;

5) Rainfall reset
Under the rainfall mode, users can clean up all data of rainfall, then it will start to calculate 1h, 24h, week,
month and total rainfall from current time.

[NEXT] [NEXT] [NEXT] [NEXT]
1h mm/inch HI AL MAX 1h 24h week month Total

[long press 3 seconds]

Clear all rainfall data.
9. Weather forecast mode
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In rainfall mode, press [MODE] key to enter the weather forecast mode, in this mode, users can adjust settings
related to weather. Press [NEXT] key to change the parameters setting modes:

1) Weather conditions setting
Users can adjust the current weather condition in this mode. The order of weather conditions are:

[+] [+] [+] [+]
Sunny Cloudy Overcast Rainy

[-] [-] [-] [-]
Sunny Rainy Overcast Cloudy

2) Weather forecast threshold value setting
Users can adjust current weather threshold value settings in this mode, press [+] to increase weather forecast
threshold value, press [-] to decrease weather forecast threshold value, press [+] above 3s to increase weather
forecast threshold value rapidly, press [-] above 3s to decrease weather forecast threshold value rapidly.

3) Rainstorm alarm threshold value setting
Users can adjust the rainstorm alarm threshold value setting in this mode, press [+] to increase rainstorm
alarm threshold value, press [-] to decrease rainstorm alarm threshold value, press [+] above 3s to increase
rainstorm alarm threshold value rapidly, press [-] over 3s to decrease the threshold value rapidly.

10. Atmospheric pressure mode
In weather forecast mode, press MODE to enter the atmospheric pressure mode, in this mode, users can adjust
settings related to atmospheric pressure, press [NEXT] to change parameters setting modes:
1) Atmospheric pressure display setting

Users can adjust atmospheric pressure display setting in this mode, press [+] or [-] to toggle between absolute
pressure and relative pressure.

2) Atmospheric pressure unit setting
Users can adjust atmospheric pressure units in this mode, press [+] to increase atmospheric pressure unit
setting value, press [-] to decrease atmospheric pressure unit setting value,the order of atmospheric pressure
units are:

[+] [+] [+]
hpa inhg mmhg

[-] [-] [-]
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hpa mmhg inhg

3) Atmospheric pressure relative value setting
Relative value of atmospheric pressure setting will skip automatically when the atmospheric pressure display
setting is absolute atmospheric pressure, users can adjust relative atmospheric pressure in this mode, press [+]
to increase relative atmospheric pressure, press [-] to decrease relative atmospheric pressure, press [+] above
3s to increase relative atmospheric pressure rapidly, press [-] above 3s to decrease relative atmospheric
pressure rapidly.

4) High atmospheric pressure alarm setting
Users can adjust high atmospheric pressure alarm setting in this mode, press [SET/HISTORY] to allow or
forbid the high atmospheric pressure alarm, press [+] to increase the alarm value of high atmospheric
pressure, press [-] to decrease the alarm value of high atmospheric pressure, press [+] above 3s to increase
the alarm value of high atmospheric pressure rapidly, press [-] above 3s to decrease the alarm value of high
atmospheric pressure rapidly.

5) Low atmospheric pressure alarm setting
Users can adjust low atmospheric pressure alarm setting in this mode, press [SET/HISTORY] to allow or
forbid low atmospheric pressure alarm setting, press [+] to increase the alarm value of low atmospheric
pressure, press [-] to decrease the alarm value of low atmospheric pressure, press [+] above 3s to increase the
alarm value of low atmospheric pressure rapidly, press [-] above 3s to decrease the alarm value of low
atmospheric pressure rapidly.

6) Maximum atmospheric pressure display
Users can view records of the maximum value of atmospheric pressure and time. Press [SET/HISTORY]
above 3 seconds to cleanup the records of maximum value.

7) Minimum atmospheric pressure display
Users can view records of the minimum value of atmospheric pressure and time. Press [SET/HISTORY]
above 3 seconds to cleanup the records of minimum value.

11. Atmospheric pressure histogram mode
In atmospheric pressure mode, press [MODE] key to enter the atmospheric pressure histogram mode. In this

mode, users can set the time axis of atmospheric pressure histogram:

1) Pressure histogram time axis setting
Users can adjust the time axis setting of pressure histogram in this mode, press [+] or [-] to toggle between
12 hour and 24 hour.

12. History record mode
In normal display mode, press [SET/HISTORY] to enter the history record mode. In this mode, users can
check the history data records in past 20 hours, press [+] to view next history data record, press [-] to view
previous history data record. In normal display mode, press [MODE] key and [SET/HISTORY] key together
above 3 seconds to enter the factory regulation mode. In factory regulation mode, the accuracy of
indoor/outdoor temperature, indoor/outdoor humidity and atmospheric pressure sensors can be adjusted.
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13. Power consumption
Alkaline battery: 3*AA 1.5V
Battery life: about 12 months

14. Dimension
187*125*27mm

15. LCD dimension
77*166.8mm

Transmitter Installation Instruction

Descriptions：
1. Wireless 433MHz transmission. Transmission distance is 100 meters in an open field;
2. Outdoor humidity range: 20% to 99%; Resolution: ±5%；

3. Outdoor temperature range: -40℃ to +60℃; Resolution: ±1℃;

4. Wind speed and wind direction transmission, wind speed range is 0 to 50 m/s; Wind direction range is E, S, W,
N, SE, NE, SW, NW (eight directions)；

5. Rainfall transmission. Total rainfall is 9999 mm;
6. Low battery check. The transmitter displays blinking signals while it is low battery;
7. One RESET button；
8. Consumption: Rechargeable batteries, 2×AA 1.5V with a solar power charger.
9. Battery Life: about 24 months.

Direction of Use：
After battery installation, LED displays 2 seconds and then enter the normal mode.

Setting Up Guide：

1．Insert the stainless steel pipe into the base, press a M3 screw nut into the nut slot, and then establish them with a
PM3.0*25mm screw:
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2.Insert the transmitter holder into the stainless steel pipe, establish them with a PM3.0*22mm screw and a M3
screw nut:

3．Insert the rain gauge holder onto the short side of the transmitter holder, establish them via a PM3.0*25mm
screw and a M3 screw nut. Then install the rain gauge onto the rain gauge holder, and establish them with two
PA3.0*8mm screws:

4 ． Press a M3 screw nut into the nut slot of
the small side of the wind sensor holder, insert wind sensor holder onto the transmitter holder, establish them with
a PM3.0*22mm screw:

5.Insert the wind direction component into the wind speed component, and then insert the wind direction RJ45
into the 623K hole of the wind speed component. Insert a M3 screw nut into the big side of the wind sensor holder,
and then install the whole wind sensor onto the holder, establish them with a PM3.0*22mm:

6.Open the battery compartment, install the rechargeable batteries, then cover the
battery door. Insert the whole transmitter onto the long side of the transmitter holder, and establish them with a
PM3.0*18mm screw. At last, insert the wind speed wire RJ45 into the "WIND" 623K hole of the transmitter:
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7.① Put the rain gauge wire across the waterproof tower case, and then insert the RJ45 into the 623K hole of the
solar component;

② Put the solar wire across the waterproof tower case, and then insert the RJ45 into the "RAIN" 623K hole of
the transmitter;

③ Insert a M3 screw nut into the top nut slot of the waterproof tower case, then insert the solar component into
the top of the waterproof tower case, establish them with a PM3.0*8mm screw (Note: insert the screw from the
screw nut side of the solar component):

8.Suit the assembled waterproof tower case onto the assembled transmitter, and then suit the wires onto the slots
of the transmitter holder:

9.Suit four green plastic screw nuts into the base, and then establish the base and ground with four KA4.0*40mm
screws：
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